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Registered PRINCE2® Practitioners now have the opportunity to complete an additional
qualification with the established and reputable Silicon Beach Training, in a shorter, and
consequently more practical manner - through achieving the APMP: The APM Project
Management Qualification. Fully accredited by the Association for Project Managers (APM) and
internationally recognised, the APM Project Management Qualification (APMPMQ) allows
candidates to improve upon their grounded PRINCE2® knowledge, developing an
understanding of critical management concepts including cost management and budgeting,
cohesive teamwork, and conflict management. The 5-day course offers the opportunity for
PRINCE2® Practitionersto crucially save money and time, whilst becoming leading project
managers in their respective business fields.

What will I learn on this course?
Complimenting a candidate's pre-existing PRINCE2® knowledge, the fast-track 4-day APMP
course educates candidates to give them the skills to deliver successful projects through an
effective proven formula - addressing various concepts from proposing and initiating a project,
right through to finishing a successful project and quality assurance. The course is delivered by
Certified APM PMQ Experienced Project Management Experts, through a mixture of instructorled training and practical exercises that are integrated and pre-designed to relate to a workrelated scenario. The course content can be fully tailored to suit your requirements in order to
develop your transferable skills and applicability to your real-life work situation.

Why should I take the APMP for PRINCE2 Practitioners Course?
Guaranteed to offer the lowest price in the industry for APMP, our training course has been
developed by utilising feedback to innovate our teaching methods - we teach the way that is
best for you. Whilst learning how to successfully manage and deliver projects, the fast-track
APMP for PRINCE2® Practitioners, elevates a candidate’s earning potential to £40-85k.
Generated from and grounded by the APM Body of Knowledge 6th Edition, the syllabus
consists of a newly revised 2-hour examination layout assessing knowledge of APM’s 73
assessment criteria, conducted the final day of the 5-day course. Specifically, the exam
includes the completion of 6 questions, out of a choice of 10, with a 55% pass rate - which is
the same as the longer, more time-consuming normal APMP route.

What's included?
Silicon Beach’s APMP for PRINCE2® Practitioner Training Course includes:
The Official APMP Course Material
Examination Fee
Certificates
Tuition from an accredited and highly experienced instructor

Course Objectives
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Designed and beneficial for Project Managers, Team Managers, and Project Support members,
the APMP for PRINCE2® demonstrates how to use your acquired knowledge to utilise critical
path analysis techniques to manage resources effectively whilst preempting potential conflicts
before they arise. The APMP Course helps candidates identify the diverse roles assumed by a
successful project manager throughout a project’s life-cycle, varying from the starting proposal
process, when defining the project’s intentions, monitoring success and learning, and when
assessing a project’s success.

The following topics will be taught during the APMP: The APM Project
Management Qualification:
Structure of organisations and projects.
Project life cycle.
Project contexts and environments.
Governance and structured methodologies.
Communication.
Leadership and teamwork.
Schedule and resource management.
Procurement.
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